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ComBricks is the first PROFIBUS based
automation system that unites repeaters
and permanent monitoring in a web
browser. With an evolving industry using
more mixed architecture networks, users
are able to integrate ComBricks into their
PROFINET network via Osiris, allowing
to monitor everything from one single
cross-platform.
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Monitor your PROFIBUS &
network 24/7

Diagnostics down to the last
device

ComBricks allows you to remotely monitor your PROFIBUS
installations from anywhere in the world and will alert you if any
faults arise or are likely to arise. It is a modular platform able to carry
repeaters, PA and fiber optic modules. The connectivity to Ethernet
allows you to remotely inspect the condition of the installation with
a ProfiTrace shell in a web browser.

With our diagnostics slave info tab in the web browser, you can gain
diagnostics information from your Procentec ProfiHubs. This feature
does not require any additional software and is accessible via most
platforms - including mobile phones, tablets and PCs

Read an introduction to ComBricks below. Here you will also find
information about remote monitoring and setting up modular
repeaters.

→

ComBricks is the only
product with an integrated
oscilloscope for permanent
PROFIBUS control over
Ethernet.

Why ComBricks?

→ Remote monitoring of your installation
accessible via web-browser
→ Easy to use
→ The only product with an integrated
oscilloscope for permanent PROFIBUS
control over Ethernet
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Networking
The current trend with PROFIBUS projects is to use segmentation
with repeaters, fibre optic and ProfiHubs to bridge the common
faults of the end-user concerning his cabling diificulties. ComBricks
adds another important element: the creation of modular and
random repeater hubs that can be maintained remotely with a
permanent internal ProfiTrace. Which ensures the highest uptime
and the lowest operating cost.
ComBricks is based on a backplane into which 10 hot swap repeater
modules with two channels each can be inserted (20 galvanic
isolated transparent segments). Every channel can handle 31
devices and maximum 1200 m cable length (depends on the

NCI Tool
(Network Condition Indicator)
This convenient tool allows to discover, monitor and manage
multiple ComBricks sets simultaneously. It features a traffic light
indicator, similar to the traffic light in ProfiTrace, to monitor the
status of your PROFIBUS network(s). NCI Tool gives a Real time
overview of all ComBricks and easy access to individual ComBricks
sets. It is one interface that allows users to set selected ComBricks
in maintenance mode, reset all measurements of all ComBricks and
update all ComBricks firmware remotely via Ethernet.

baudrate). Each channel has a failsafe circuit which ensures that the
remainder of the PROFIBUS network continues to operate correctly
and that the availability of the installation remains optimal.
The bus redundancy technology of the repeater modules is very
advanced. A redundant system with 10 parallel network cables can
be built. This architecture provides extremely high availability. Most
suppliers only allo I two cables.

→

ComBricks is compatible
with Procentec Atlas, our
permanent monitoring
solution for Ethernet
protocols.

Product features

→ 32 modules available
→ Hot-swap and expansion possible
→ Star-, tree- and ring topology
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ComBricks is the first PROFIBUS based
automation system that unites repeaters
and permanent monitoring in a web
browser. With an evolving industry using
more mixed architecture networks, users
are able to integrate ComBricks into their
PROFINET network via Osiris, allowing
to monitor everything from one single
cross-platform.
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